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1. It was proved by Frobenius [l] that any function f(A, B) of two commutative «X« square matrices A, B has as characteristic
roots the numbers
/(X¿, Hi) where X¿ are the characteristic
roots of A and pi the characteristic
roots of B, both taken in a special ordering independent
of the function /.
However, commutativity
of A and B is known not to be a necessary condition [2]. Matrices which have the above property are said to have property P.
Recently M. Kac suggested a study of matrices A, B of a less restricted nature, namely those for which any linear combination aA +ßB has as characteristic roots the numbers a\i+ßpi.
In general such matrices do not have
property P. This paper is concerned with the study of such matrices which
will be called matrices with property L (for linear).
It will be shown, confirming a conjecture of M. Kac, that hermitian
matrices with property L are commutative.
If n = 2, property L implies

property P.
The paper, being concerned with pairs of matrices, concludes with an
enumeration
of seven properties of pairs of matrices. Each of these properties is implied by its successor. It is shown that already for matrices with
w = 3 these properties are in general nonequivalent.
Wherever there is no mention of hermitian matrices the results hold for
matrices whose elements instead of being complex numbers belong to an
algebraically closed field with arbitrary characteristic.

2. Theorem
1. Let the n-rowed square matrices A and B have property L.
Let I be the number of different characteristic roots of A and assume that all the
characteristic roots Xi of A are arranged in sets of equal ones. Let mi be the multiplicity of the characteristic root X,-of A and assume that there are mi independent
characteristic vectors corresponding to each X,-. Let pi be the corresponding characteristic roots of B. Let B*=P~lBP
where A*=P~lAP
is in Jordan normal

form. Then
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where Bu is an nti-rowed square matrix (i=l,

(i)

• • • , t) and

i */ - B*i = n i */ - Biti.
l-l

Furthermore we have

(2)

D b*kb*ki
= 0,

where the summation is over all i<kwith

(i, k) outside of every Bjj (j = l, ■ ■ ■, t).

Proof. To prove (1) assume Xi = 0 because property
a translation.
Write then

\0 Ad'

L is not affected

by

\C21 Cd

where Au is nonsingular and has n —mx rows and Bn is an »»i-rowed square
matrix. By property L it follows that
mi

n

| xl - oA* - B*| = II (* - w) IT (* - ocXj- m,)
ï=1

for all a. Equating the coefficients
sides of this equation gives

j=mi+l

of the (n —w»i)th powers of a on the two
mi

n

\xl - Bn\\A1\ = Jl(x•=i

ixi) ¡I

X/.

¿-»l+i

Since .4i is nonsingular,
«a

i xi - Pn i = n (* - mo.
i-l

Applying this argument to each A,-in turn, we obtain (1).
Statement (2) follows by equating the coefficients of a:"-2 on the two sides
of (1). On the left-hand side, this coefficient is the sum of all the principal
two-rowed minors of B*. On the right-hand
side xn~2 is obtained in two
ways. We may suppress two factors a; in the same determinant
\xl—Bu\
or we may suppress one factor x in each of two different determinants
\xl—Ba\
and \xl —Bkk\ (i^h). In the first case we obtain the sum of all
the principal two-rowed minors of Bu. In the second case we obtain the sum
of all products of a diagonal element of Bu by a diagonal element of Bkk (i^k).
Thus the coefficient of a:"-2 on the right in (1) agrees with that on the left
except for the sum whose vanishing is asserted by (2).

Theorem

2. If A and B are hermitian and have property L, then AB=BA.

Proof. We may take P unitary

so that B* is also hermitian.
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well known that an hermitian matrix can be transformed
to diagonal form
and hence each X< has w¿ corresponding
independent
characteristic
vectors.
If we use (2), it follows that the matrices Bik (i^k) are zero. Thus A*B*

= B*A*, and hence also AB=BA.
Theorem
property P.

3. Let n = 2 and A and B have property L. Then A and B have

Proof. There are three different cases, (i) A is scalar. In this case AB =BA.
(ii) A has two simple roots. In this case it follows from Theorem 1 that
^*2^2i= 0 and hence that P * is triangular.

-o-

(iii)

Since the

matrix

(xI—A*—ßB*)

has the characteristic

root a\+ßpi,

it

follows that
ß(b*n -Pi)

a + ßb*u

ßb*n

bu

Mi

for all values of a, hence &*i= 0- In all three cases it follows that A and B can
be transformed
simultaneously
to upper triangular
form, hence they have
property P (see [2]).
Theorem 1 does not apply to matrices with property L if A cannot be
transformed
to diagonal form. As an example consider

Í0

0

0

0

1-7

1

0

0

1

B=

I-7J

0

75¿L

0

They have property L, but the submatrix of B which corresponds to X2=X3
= 1—7 does not have the roots p2=y112, p$ = —y112. Examples for n>3 are
obtained by adjoining zeros.
3. Seven properties of pairs of matrices. In the previous sections certain
properties of pairs of matrices have been linked together. It may be of interest
to study the logical dependency of these and some other properties of pairs
of matrices.
1. A, B are 1-linear if at least one of the characteristic
roots of aA+ßB
(a, ß any constants) is of the form aki+ßßi for a fixed value of i.

2. Property L.
3. Property P. This is equivalent to the property that A, B can be transformed simultaneously
to triangular form by a similarity transformation
(see
[2]). Such matrices will be called co-triangular.
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4. Quasi-commutativity
(see [3]), or even more general ¿-commutativity
(see [4]).
5. Commutativity.
6. A, B are co-functional, i.e., they are both functions of a third matrix(2).
7. A, B are co-canonical,
i.e., they can be transformed
by the same
similarity transformation,
into Jordan normal forms with l's at the same
places above the main diagonal.
It is well known that in this sequence of properties each implies the preceding one, except perhaps

in the case of properties

6 and 7, where it will now

be proved.
We shall establish

that two co-canonical matrices A, B are both functions
of the same matrix. Construct
a matrix M in normal form with l's in the
same places as the normal forms of A and P. Assume that each coherent
block in M has different characteristic
roots from all the others. It will now
be shown that the normal form of A (and B) is a polynomial in M. For each
block Pi of M construct a polynomial pi such that pi(M) gives the unit
matrix for the block P, and the zero matrix for all the other blocks. The
polynomial pi(x) must be divisible by the product of the characteristic
equations of all the blocks not equal to P¿, however pi(x) —1 must be divisible by
the characteristic
equation of P¡. Such a polynomial exists since the block Pi
has no characteristic root in common with the other blocks.
Further it is easily seen that the two matrices

a 1

]

a 1

ib 1

b 1

and

•1

a)

-1

1

b

are linear functions one of the other. Let then ki(x) be the linear polynomial
which transforms the block Pf of M into the corresponding
block in the
normal form of A. It follows that the normal form of A can be expressed in

the form J2ki(M)Pi(M).
7. If A and B are both hermitian, then property L implies all succeeding
properties. This follows from Theorem 2 (see also [5]).
If « = 2, then property 1 implies 3 (by Theorem 3), but not 4. Property 4
implies 7. We next show:

Theorem

4. For n = 3 no two of the seven properties are in general equivalent.

To show that
matrices

property

1 does not imply property

(2) There is no difference in the scope of this definition if "function"
nomial, rational function, or power series.
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A=

and

a2

B =

bi 0

0

0

b2

0

10

a-¡

It is clear that aA +ßB has aai+ßbi

("
\0

0)
aj

aißiüi
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9a 0, 616263 9e 0.

bz 0

as one of its roots. However,

and

i"
\b,

the matrices

"')
0/

do not possess property L, hence A and P cannot have it either.
Property 2 does not imply property 3 as can be seen from the following
example:

1
21
■2 -1

il

A=

B=

1

1

That these matrices do not possess property P can be checked easily since
the characteristic
roots of P lie on the main diagonal of P: the matrix AB
does not in this case have the characteristic
roots Xiju¿. The reason for this
occurrence lies in the fact that, in general, two matrices with property
L
and w>2 cannot be transformed
to triangular form simultaneously.
This can
be shown in the following way. Assume A to have all its roots simple and to
be transformed
to canonical form. Assume all the elements of B to be different from zero—that this can happen for w>2 is clear from the example
mentioned above. For characteristic
2 choose

Í0
A=

B

Í0 1 1
1 0 1
I

e2

e + e2 = 1.

1

Let 5 be a matrix which transforms both A and B to upper (lower) triangular
form. We shall show that 5 is the product of an upper (lower) triangular
and a permutation
matrix. However, this leads to a contradiction
with the
assumption that B has all its elements not equal to 0. Let S = (sik) and S~*AS
= T where T = (/,■&)and ta = 0 if i > k. Since A is a principal diagonal matrix

X„j
we have
OnfcAfc — tnnOnk,
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From the fact that

the A,- are all different,

it follows that

S„ka9^0 for some

values ko, but s„i = 0 for all k^ko. Similarly
■Sn—1,*X* — tn—l,n—lSn—l,k

Hence Sn-i.üi^O

T

= 1,

tn-l,nJnk,

for some value k\, but Sn-i,k = 0 for all kr^kxwith.

the possible

exception of ko. Continuing this argument it follows that S is the product of
an upper triangular and a permutation
matrix.
Another example, valid for every characteristic,
is found in [6]. There it
is noted that the matrices

1
A =

aA +ßB,

B

0 -1

0
have all their characteristic

0

0J

roots 0. However

1

AB =
0
has nonzero roots.
Property L does, however, imply a certain part of property P, namely,
that for nonsingular A the matrix A"1 B has as characteristic
roots XT1/*»This follows if we consider the matrix XfVf<4 —B. By the property L this
matrix has 0 as a characteristic
root which means that the determinant

\i mA — B\ = \ A

-i
X¡ ml

A \b I = 0.

Likewise B~rA has as characteristic
roots juf'X, if B is nonsingular.
Property 3 does not imply property 4 even for n = 2.
Property 4 does not imply property 5 for re>2 (see [3]).
That property 5 does not imply property 6 is well known, see e.g. [7].
It will now be proved that property 6 does not imply property 7; consider
the matrices

a

1 01

A= 0 a
0 0a

1

i2

and

B = A2 =

2a

1

a?

2a

0

They are evidently co-functional, ^42 being a function of A. The matrix A is
already in Jordan normal form, A2 is not. Any matrix S which transforms A
and .42 into normal form simultaneously
would have to leave A unaltered,
i.e., A and S are commutative.
In this case A2 and S will be commutative
and so 5 would not transform .42 into canonical form.
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